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Installation Instructions for:

Elkay® Electronic Sensor Activated
Deck Mounted Lavatory Faucet
LKB738C (Battery/AC powered)

Sensor Range Setup (Default sensor range is preset at 5-1/2”)

  NOTE - Do not attempt to take apart faucet to adjust sensing range.  Please read the operational instructions carefully before installation. 
  1. Switch o� the cold and hot water �ttings. Place the supplied magnet (H) to the left side of the sensor eye and move it 
  closer to the center of the sensor eye and remain for 3-5 seconds. The sensor eye will blink on for setup mode. 
  2. Remove the magnet. The sensor eye will blink o�. Move your hand back and forward slowly to and from the sensor eye. 
  This will activate the scanning process for the sensor eye. Place your hand to the desired range away from the sensor. 
  Place the magnet to left side of the sensor eye and move it closer to the center of the sensor eye and hold it for 5 seconds. 
  The sensor eye will �ash a few times. Remove your hand. The new sensor range will be input to the memory system. It's 
  ready to function. (The recommended sensor range is 1/2” before the spout.)
  3. Switch on the hot and cold water �ttings. Move your hand into the distance setting range to activate the sensor
  and the indicator will f lash once. At the same time water begins to �ow. Retract your hand o� the sensing range of
  the sensor ant the water will stop. If water delays to stop over 2 seconds after your hand is o� the sensing range, please
  reset the sensor by shortening the sensing distance. After doing so the water stop time will be within 1 second. 
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Adapter
Installation:
Insert plug from
AC adapter to
AC connect
cable attached
to faucet.

Battery Installation:
Unscrew Top Cover

and remove old 
batteries.

Requires 4 AA batteries.
Install new batteries.

Screw Top Cover
back on. Follow Sensor

Range setup instructions
to reset faucet sensor

settings.

TOP COVER (BATTERY ACCESS)

MAIN BODY

INFRARED SENSOR EYE

WATERPROOF AC CONNECT CABLE

SUPPLY HOSE

MOUNTING NUTS

WATER MIXING VALVE

MAGNET
(REQUIRED FOR
SENSOR SETUP)

AC100-240V ADAPTER
(OPTIONAL)


